Use QLF Supplements and Equipment for:
- Convenience
- Minimizing Shrink
- Easy and Accurate Application

**Total Mixed Ration**
- Equipment cost per ton of storage & delivery to your TMR is reduced when using multiple tanks.
- Inventory turnover is easy to manage.
- Use QLF products and equipment for:
  * Starters
  * Finishers

**Farm Location Checklist**
- Semi Truck access for delivery
- Solid base with a slight grade towards tank fitting
- Easy access to TMR mixer
- Electrical Access
  - 220 volt/110 volt depending on pumping requirements

**Lick Tanks Available for Free Choice Programs**

QLF Beef EquipmentRecommendations for Your Beef Operation

Quality Liquid Feeds, Inc.
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Item#B-5000
A simple toggle of an on/off switch allows liquid supplements to be easily and accurately applied to a ration batch. This increased level of control offers the potential for more accuracy than with supplements delivered through a slide gate or with a front-end loader.

Options that Enhance Convenience & Product Performance:

- Spray Bar
- Distribution Hose
- Recirculation Valve
- Multiple Tanks
- Larger Pump Size
- Remote Pump Switch